The theory of the P -localization of groups, where P is a family of primes, appears to have been first discussed by Malcev and Lazard [ 9 , 10] . In their work emphasis was placed on the explicit construction of the localization and properties of the localization Gp of the nilpotent group G were deduced from the construction, utilizing nilpotent group theory. Baumslag [1] has given a comprehensive treatment of the main properties of nilpotent groups as they relate to the problem of localization, and has himself [2] explicitly shown how to construct Gp in the case of an arbitrary nilpotent group G and an arbitrary family of primes P , thus extending the generality of Malcev's original construction. Bousfield-Kan [ 3] exploit this general Malcev construction in their study of completion and localization. There is a very readable account of the theory of nilpotent groups and a description of the localization construction in the notes of Warfield [11] .
In this paper we adopt a completely different approach. Starting with the completely elementary theory of localization of abelian groups, we show that a localizing functor L : Nc -Nc may be built up inductively with respect to c, where Nc is the category of nilpotent groups of nilpotency class c . Our tool in demonstrating this is the cohomology theory of groups and, in particular, the interpretation of H2 ( Q; A ) , where A is an abelian group (trivial Q -module), as the collection of equivalence classes of central extensions of Q by the abelian central kernel A . We incorporate into the inductive hypothesis the key fact that the natural (localizing) homomorphism e: G -Gp (where G p = L G ) is a P ·isomorphism, meaning that ker e consists of elements of torsion prime to P and that, for any y E G p , there exi sts n prime to P wi th yn E im e .
In our approach we do not have to construct Gp explicitly; we simply prove that it exists and that the functor L and the natural transformation e have certain important properties. By using this approach we are able to deduce various properties of nilpotent groups, some of which make no explicit mention of localization.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we document the facts we need about the localization of abelian groups -essentially to start the induction. In Section 3 we describe the (co) homology theory of groups, especially with regard to the second cohomology group, and we recall the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. In Section 4 we prove the main results, showing that the localization exists and has properties which we demand of it; as indicated, a key property is already built into the inductive hypothesis. In Section 5 we make applications to the theory of nilpotent groups; we emphasize that no sophisticated theory has gone into these applications; we simply exploit the fact that localization exists and has some nice properties.
Among the facts which immediately emerge is that if C:G-&#x3E;H is a P -isomorphism of nilpotent groups, then q6p : GP-&#x3E;Hp is an isomorphism. To prove the converse of this appears to require deeper properties of nilpotent groups than those exploited in Sections 2-5 -indeed, in those sections we use nothing deeper than a group of nilpotency class c is naturally expressible as a central extension of a group of nilpotency class C-1. However, in Section 6, we refer to Hall's theory of basic commutators [5] in order to prove a lemma which turns out to be crucial in establishing the converse. Once established, the converse then enables us to develop a theory of P -isomorphisms of nilpotent groups which parallels standard results on nilpotent groups.
In Section 7 we prove various results on the localization of nilpotent groups which are particularly revelant to the study of nilpotent spaces [6, 7] . PROOF o f 2.8. It is trivial that if ker e is P' -torsion and C is P-local, then ker 0=0. Now suppose cokero is P'-torsion and let dED. Then nd=0c for some cEC, n E P' . Since C is P -local, c=nc1, c 1 E C , so n(d-0c1)=0. Since D is P-local,d-0c1 = 0 , so coker e = 0 . PROPOSITION T'(x)=t (x)u2K81(x), xEG1, for some K:Q1-&#x3E;A2 ( i ) every element in ker cp is a P' -torsion element; (ii) for every yEH, there exist n E P' , x E G , with cp(x) = yn . Then if G' , G" are P -local, so is G .
PROOF. Let x E G , n E P' . Then Ex = y"n= Eyn, for some y" E G" , y E G .
Suppose now that xn=y'2, x, yEG, nEP', Then Exn= eyn, so
Then xn=yn(x'n) , since fLG' is central in G, so x'n = 1 , x' = 1, x = y . Since 0' is P -surj ective, there exist x' E G' , m EP' with y,m=cp'(x'). Th en, since jiH' is central in H , so qb is P -surjective. Let x E G with cpx=1. Then cp"E(x)=1 so, 0 " being P -injective, there exists n EP' with E(xn)=1.Thus xn = ux', x'EG', and cp'x'=1. Since 0 ' is P -injective, x,m = 1 for some m EP' , so xmn = 1 , mnEP', and 0 is P -inj ective.
We are now ready to exploit the inductive hypothesis to prove a series of propositions which will enable us to establish Theorem 4.3. PROOF. We have the diagram, in NC -1) with the top row short exact, and wish to prove the bottom row short exact.
We use the fact that e is a P -isomorphism.
First, EP is surj ective. For let y"EG"p. Then, for some n E P' , y"n = e x" , x" EG". . Let x" = Ex. Then y"n =e6x= 8p ex. Thus 8p is P -surj ective, and one proves, just as in the proof of lemma 2.8, that a P -surj ection of P -local groups is a surj ection .
Second 
Applications.
In this section we show how the existence of a P -localization e : G-&#x3E; GP, together with the characterization of e as a P -isomorphism to a P -local group, may be used to infer facts about nilpotent groups.
TH E O R EM 5.1. Let IT be a family o f primes. Then if G is nilpotent it has a 11.torsion subgroup Tn. PROOF. Let p=il'. Localize at P by e:G-G p . Since e is a P -isomorphism, every element in k er e is a 11-torsion element. Since GP is P -local, every 11 -torsion element is in ker e. Thus ker e = TIT.
TH E O R E M 5. 2. Suppose G is nilpotent and has no 11-torsion. Then i f xn = yn, x, y E II, it follows that x = y .
PROOF. Localize at P = II' . Then e : G -&#x3E; GP is injective and e (x)n = =e(y)n . Since GP is P -local, e(x)=e(y), so x=y. COROLLARY where Z ( G ) is the center of G . We then easily prove PROPOSITION 5.8. If G is P -local, so is Zi(G), i &#x3E; 1. Moreover, e : G -&#x3E; GP sends Zi ( G) to Zi ( G p ).
PROOF. TQ prove Z ( G ) P-local, we only have to show that if x E G and xn EZ(G), n EP', then x EZ(G), But if xn EZ(G), then y -1 xn y = xn for all y E G . Taking n th roots, y 1 x y = x , so x E Z (G) . An easy induction, involving two applications of Theorem 5.4, now shows that Z'(G) is P -local, i &#x3E;1.
It was proved in Proposition 4.7 that e:G-&#x3E;Gp sends Z (G) to Z ( Gp ) . Thus, again, an easy induction shows that e sends Z'( G ) to Zi(Gp), i&#x3E;1.
Let us write ZI (e) : Zi (G) -&#x3E; Zi (Gp) for the restriction of e :
G-&#x3E;Gp. We now prove that Z (e) : Z (G) -&#x3E; Z (Gp) is P -surjective. Let bEZ(Gp). Then there exists m EP' with bm=e(y), yEG. By Lemma 5 .12, there exists nEP' with yn EZ(G) and e (yn) = bmn , m n E P' . Thus Z ( e ) is P -surjective and Theorem 5.9 is proved for i = 1 .
The argument is now completed by an easy induction. Assume i &#x3E; 2, and that Zi-1 (e) P -localizes. Then the induced map also P -localizes, by Theorem 5.5. Moreover, G / Zi-1 (G) is finitely generated, so that P -localizes. Finally, a second application of Theorem 5.5 establishes that Zi (e) P -localizes.
P -isomorphisms.
It is trivial to prove that a composite of P -isomorphisms is a P -isomorphism. It [4] ) that the P -isomorphisms of N are pre-cisely those morphisms of N which are rendered invertible by the localization functor; we are thus led to the general theory of completions as in [3, 4] It remains to prove uniqueness. We suppose g EG with epg = 1 , for all p . Then e"p Eg = 1 , for all p , so Eg = 1, by uniqueness, and g E G' . But then e'p g = 1, for all g , so g = 1 by uniqueness.
T H E O R E M 7.5. A finitely generated nilpotent group has property A.
PROOF. We argue by induction on the nilpotency class of the group G , since the theorem is true if nil G = 1 . We suppose nil G = c &#x3E; 2 , and that the theorem has been proved for finitely generated nilpotent groups of class c -1. But then (see Lemma 
